Multilevel-thresholding is an efficient method used in image segmentation. This paper presents a hybrid meta-heuristic approach for multi-level thresholding image segmentation by integrating both the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm and the sine-cosine algorithm (SCA). The proposed algorithm, called ABCSCA, is applied to segment images and it utilizes Otsu's function as the objective function. The proposed ABCSCA uses ABC to optimize the threshold and to reduce the search region. Thereafter, the SCA algorithm uses the output of ABC to determine the global optimal solution, which represents the thresholding values. To evaluate the performance of the proposed ABCSCA, a set of experimental series is performed using nineteen images. In the first experimental series, the proposed ABCSCA is assessed at the low threshold levels and compared with the ABC and SCA as traditional methods. Moreover, the second experimental series aims to evaluate the ABCSCA at high threshold levels and it is compared with six algorithms in addition to the SCA and ABC. Besides, the proposed method is evaluated using the fuzzy entropy. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm and showed that it outperforms other algorithms in terms of performance measures, such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM).
I. INTRODUCTION
Smart systems using pattern recognition techniques have been applied in several fields in recent years, such as object identification, face recognition, and computer vision. The accuracy of these systems still needs improvement to become more reliable. In addition, the images taken can be corrupted by noise from devices or environments. Image processing techniques have an important role in the preprocessing stage to prepare acquired images to enable object recognition. The basic technique at this stage is called image segmentation. This technique splits an image into different parts according to contrast, color, and brightness [1] , [2] . It was applied in The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhan-Li Sun . various fields such as satellite image segmentation [3] , optical character recognition [4] , and medical diagnosis [5] . Many approaches have implemented image segmentation, such as region extraction [6] , clustering algorithms, histogram thresholding [1] , edge detection [7] , and threshold segmentation [8] . Threshold segmentation is an efficient approach in the image segmentation tasks. Specifically, it can be applied to find the best threshold value [2] . It is divided into two types: bi-level and multi-level. The first type creates two collections of objects whereas, the second type clusters the pixels into many similar groups [5] .
Multi-level thresholding segmentation (MTS) techniques search for optimal thresholds using several methods. The most popular method is by analyzing the histogram of the image [9] . Multi-level thresholding has some challenges such as determining the number of thresholds and having a long execution time [10] , [11] . When the number of thresholds is small, classical approaches are suitable. However, if there are a large number of thresholds, a good practice is to use a swarm intelligence method to optimize this step. For example, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [12] , Genetic Algorithm (GA) [13] , Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [14] , Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [15] , and Firefly algorithm (FA) [16] . Although meta-heuristic methods are effective in image segmentation tasks, each method has its shortcomings. Therefore, one effective approach to overcome individual shortcomings is to hybridize these methods together to benefit from their strengths while avoiding their shortcomings. For instance, a hybrid model called FASSO was proposed by [17] , it combined the FA and Social Spider Optimization (SSO) algorithm and evaluated them on MTS tasks, the FASSO provided a lower computational time and enhanced the searching phase of the SSO algorithm. Another method was developed by [18] called WOAPSO, it uses the whale optimization algorithm (WOA) and the PSO to separately update the population in parallel; whereas the population is divided into two parts and each part is updated using one of the algorithms then the union of both new solutions is evaluated according to the fitness function. The WOAPSO was tested on MTS; its results outperformed the compared algorithms in terms of the PSNR and the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) measures.
Moreover, the ABC algorithm was effectively applied on several MTS tasks, it suffers from some drawbacks, such as taking more time to explore the population, requiring many numbers of iterations to reach the optimal solution, and can get stuck in local minima, therefore, in this paper the ABC is improved using the Sine-Cosine Algorithm (SCA) to minimize these drawbacks. The SCA algorithm has many advantages such as low computation requirement and few predefined parameters that provide stable results; it had been applied to solve several problems, for instance [19] - [24] .
In general, the SCA and ABC have more attentions in the recent years. They were applied in several types of applications. For example both of them are successfully used for features selection tasks [25] , [26] , parameter estimation [27] , [28] , clustering [29] , [30] , and others. All these applications benefit from the two algorithms due to their advantages in exploring and exploiting the search space.
In this paper, a new segmentation technique based on the hybridization of ABC and SCA is presented. The strengths of these algorithms are utilized to enhance the performance of the MTS phase. The proposed method, called ABCSCA, starts by setting the initial value for a group of N individuals. Each of them represents the threshold values which split the image into its components. The second step computes the objective value of each individual and the best individual is determined which has the best fitness value. The third step updates the individuals using the operators of ABC and SCA in sequential form. In the first, the operators of ABC are used to update the individuals and determine the best solution based on the fitness value of the updated individuals.
Secondly, the operators of the SCA are used to update the individuals again which give them high ability to find the optimal solution. The previous two steps are repeated until the stop conditions are met and return the best solution which represents the solution for the multi-level thresholding problem.
The main contribution of this study as follows:
1) Proposed a gray-scale multilevel thresholding image segmentation approach based on hybrid concepts of MH techniques. 2) Combine the strength of the ABC and the SCA to form the proposed ABCSCA method for finding the optimal shareholding value. Evaluate the quality of solutions obtained by ABCSCA through a set of experiments conducted using a set of different images. 3) Evaluate the performance of the ABCSCA with different objective functions namely Otsu's method and fuzzy entropy. 4) Assess the performance of the ABCSCA against other MH methods.
This paper is arranged as follows. Section II presents the literature review. Section III introduces the preliminaries of the problem definition, the ABC, and SCA algorithms. Section IV describes the proposed method. Section V discusses the experimental results. Finally, the conclusion and future work are given in Section VII.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the recent years, metaheuristics have been widely applied in various MTS applications. The PSO algorithm has been applied in the segmentation phase to select MTS [31] , [32] . Whereas, the authors of [33] proposed GA for image segmentation and the algorithm achieved competitive results based on Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) measure. and the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) measures. In [34] , an MTS model based on PSO and BFO is presented. The proposed model had been implemented for both bi-level and multilevel segmentation, and showed good performance with eight images. The FA was proposed in [35] for MTS to improve the performance of the K-means algorithm. The results showed high performance and good segmentation result for the proposed method. On the other hand, the improved FA (IFA) is proposed for MTS by [36] and [37] . The authors of [37] used seven images to test the IFA. The results showed that the IFA effectively selected multi-level thresholds and divided the tested images into background and foreground. In [38] , the authors proposed an MTS approach using FA. Otsu method was used as the objective function. Moreover, FA is also applied in several image segmentation applications, such as gray-scale images [39] , and RGB color images [40] . The authors of [41] improved the ACO algorithm using Lévy flight pattern then the improved version was used for MTS. The results showed that the improved ACO obtained the optimal thresholds faster than the traditional Otsu's method. Satapathy et al. [42] proposed an MTS method based on chaotic bat algorithm (CBA) and the Otsu method was used as the objective function. The proposed method showed better performance than several state-of-arts methods such as PSO, FA, and bacterial foraging optimization (BFO). Varsha et al. [43] presented a new MTS method based on chaotic cuckoo search (CCS) and Tsallis entropy. Moreover, Cuckoo Search algorithm has been successfully applied for both gary-scale images [44] and color images [44] , [45] and it assesses its quality. The ABC was tested in MTS task by [46] ; they decomposed images by discrete wavelet transform and applied noise reduction. The results outperformed the GA and the Artificial Fish Swarm algorithm in terms of accuracy and execution time. Rajinikanth and Satapathy [47] applied social group optimization (SGO), Fuzzy-Tsallis entropy and Ischemic Stroke Lesion (LSI) for magnetic resonance image (MRI) image segmentation. In [48] , the SGO also applied with Kapur and Otsu for melanoma images and achieved promising results.Another MRI segmentation method was proposed by [49] , by using teaching learning based optimization (TLBO). Also, Rajinikanth et al. [50] proposed active contour snake model with Otsu's multi-thresholding to detect cancerous regions in tested images.
Mousavirad and Ebrahimpour-Kom [51] proposed an MTS method by using human mental search algorithm. They used both Otsu and Kapur as fitness functions. The proposed method had been evaluated with twelve images. In [52] , [53] , the authors compared several metaheuristics for MTS using Kapur's entropy. Bhandari [54] proposed an MTS approach based on beta differential evolution (BDE) and both Kapur and Tsallis entropy are used as fitness functions. The BDE based approach had been compared with several metaheuristics and it showed better performance. Monisha et al. [55] used Shannon function and social group optimization (SGO) for RGB MTS. The proposed SGO method outperforms several MTS methods, including FA, BFO, PSO, and BA. Furthermore, Jia et al. [56] applied an improved grasshopper optimization algorithm (GOA) for MTS method for Satellite images. The self-adaptive differential evolution is merged with GOA to improve the search process. The proposed method showed good performance in different evaluation tests. Bao et al. [57] applied a hybrid method based on Harris hawks optimization and differential evolution method for MTS. Both Otsu's and Kapur's entropy were used as fitness function. The proposed method had been evaluated with color images and it showed promising performance. The ABC was also used for MTS by [58] and applied to segment iris images. The numerical results of ABC outperformed the compared methods. Moreover, ABC was improved and applied by [59] . It was evaluated using six benchmark images and three thresholds levels. The experiments result recorded that the improved ABC showed better-segmented images than the compared algorithms. In this context, the authors of [60] improved the searching phase of the ABC, then, it was evaluated using eight gray images and three thresholds levels (i.e. 2, 3, and 4). The results were compared with Otsu's method and the state-of-the-art algorithms, they showed good performance in terms of the fitness value and consuming time.
III. PRELIMINARIES A. OTSU's THRESHOLDING
In this section, the mathematical definition of multi-level thresholding problem is introduced. Let I represents a gray image that contains K + 1 classes. Therefore, to split the image into subclass
Here, I (i, j) and L represent the gray level of the pixel (i, j) and the number of distinct gray levels within I , respectively.
The aim of the multi-level thresholding method is to determine the best threshold values, which are located by maximizing Equation (1) known as Otsu's function [61] :
where P i and h(i) represent the probability and the frequency of the ith gray level, respectively, and, η 1 represents the mean intensity of I (note that t 0 = 0 and t K +1 = L). The Otsu's function is used in this paper as a fitness function. Otsu's method is generally widespread in the field of segmentation and thresholding. It is used to perform automatic histogram shape-based image thresholding. It works to determine the best threshold in images that contain two classes of pixels (e.g. background and objects) to separate these classes and minimize the intra-class variance thus, it can effectively divide the background from the objects besides, it has applied by many recent studies [62] - [64] .
B. ARTIFICIAL BEE COLONY (ABC)
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is an optimization algorithm inspired by the behavior of real honey bees' colony [65] . It consists of three collections. The first one is employed bees. This collection searches for new food sources and the information about this phase is transferred to the second collection (onlooker bees). The onlooker bees use this information to choose a food source. The third collection (scout bees) searches randomly for a food source. The ABC algorithm generates a random population of N solutions that describes the employed bee x i ∈ R d , i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The new solution v i is generated based on x i as follows [66] :
where x k is a neighbor employed bee of x i , φ ij ∈ [−1, 1] and it is created in a random manner. The objective functions for Fx i and Fv i are computed for x i and v i respectively; then, if Fx i ≤ Fv i , the solution x i is removed from the memory of the first collection and v i is added. The objective function Fx i which is obtained from employed bees is transferred to the onlooker bees. Thereafter, the roulette wheel selection method is used to determine the x i that has a higher probability of having the objective function (P i ), which is calculated as:
Each one of the onlooker bees updates its solution via the same process used by the employed bees. The onlooker bee tests both the new and old solutions to decide whether the old solution is removed from the memory or not. If there is no difference in the solutions after a particular number of repetitions, these solutions are discarded; then the scout bee group explores a new solution to update x i as:
where x ij is an optimized parameter for the ith employed bee, x min j and x max j are the lower and upper bounds for x ij respectively, and δ is a random number. After a new solution x ij is generated, it becomes an employed bee.
C. SINE-COSINE ALGORITHM (SCA)
The Sine-Cosine Algorithm (SCA) is a meta-heuristic algorithm. It utilizes the mathematical forms of sine and cosine for application to optimization issues [67] . SCA starts the optimization process by producing various random solutions, then initializes iterations to achieve the best solution. The best solution is defined as the target point. While continuing the iteration process, the sine and cosine ranges are adjusted based on their mathematical forms to better exploit the search space. The iterations are stopped if the stop condition is satisfied. The following equation determines the mathematical form of SCA:
where A t+1 k is the position of the current solution in the kth dimension, t determines the current iteration, n 1 , n 2 , and n 3 are random numbers, P k is the position of the target point in the kth dimension, n 4 is a random number in [0, 1].
The range of sine and cosine in Equation (7) by decreasing the value of n 1 (i.e. n 1 = c − t × c/T , where T is the length of iterations, and c is a constant).
D. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Four popular measures are used in this paper to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm for image segmentation. The first two measures are the fitness function as in Equation (1) and CPU time. The third measure is the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) [68] [69] as in Equation (8). The fourth measure is the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [70] as in Equation (10).
where the root mean-squared error (RMSE) is represented as:
where Org is the original image and the segmented image is
where µ Org and µ Seg are the images' mean intensity (Org and Seg); σ Org and σ Seg indicate the standard deviation of both images; σ Org,Seg represents the covariance of the images Org and Seg; c 1 = 6.5025 and c 2 = 58.52252 are constants.
IV. PROPOSED ABCSCA ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce a hybrid algorithm to segment images via determining the optimal multi-level thresholding values that maximize Otsu's objective function. The proposed algorithm is called ABCSCA and is based on the ABC and SCA algorithms. ABCSCA uses Otsu's function as an objective function.
The ABC is used to reduce the search region by determining the best solution; SCA then searches in that reduced region. Therefore, the ABCSCA algorithm starts by computing the histogram of an input image and then generates a random population of N solutions (representing the threshold values). Then, the ABC updates this population using its three groups of bees as discussed in Section III-B. Thereafter, the best solution is determined from the population based on maximizing Equation (1) (the best solutions from the ABC algorithm).
The SCA begins determining the optimal thresholding value by using the output from the ABC (best solution) and updating the solutions of the population via the strategy discussed in Section III-C. The global optimal solution (the output of the SCA algorithm) is determined, and all the previous steps are repeated until the stopping conditions are met. The final steps of the ABCSCA is illustrated in Figure 1 .
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we performed a set of experimental series to evaluate the performance of the proposed ABCSCA algorithm.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SERIES 1: LOW THRESHOLD LEVELS
In this section, we will evaluate the performance of the proposed method at the low threshold levels (i.e., 2, 3, 4, and 5). In addition, we compared it with three other algorithms, VOLUME 8, 2020 namely ABC [66] , SCA [67] , and FASSO [17] . These three have been applied previously and provided good performance in terms of SSIM and PSNR. In the comparison process, the size of the population (number of solutions) is set to 20, with the dimension equals to the threshold level. The maximum number of iterations is set to 100, which is used as stopping criteria, these parameters are selected experimentally and due to the recommendation in the previous works [2] , [8] , [63] .
The experiments were performed based on four thresholding levels 2, 3, 4, and 5. The parameter of ABC is a modification rate of 0.8. For FASSO, the parameters are the same as in [17] . For SCA, the parameter a is set to 2 and the parameters of ABCSCA are the same as for ABC and SCA. Figure 2 shows the eight images (from the Art Explosion database) which were used to test algorithms; these images are, namely, image 270, image 271, image 272, image 300, image 301, image 302, image 404 and image 405.
The comparison results of the proposed ABCSCA algorithm with the other three algorithms are given in Tables 1-3 and Table 1 represents the average of the fitness function and the time(s) of computation for all algorithms at thresholding levels 2, 3, 4 and 5 for overall images. According to Figure 3 and Table 1 , we can see that, the SCA algorithm takes the longest time, and that the ABC algorithm needs more time than the FASSO and ABCSCA algorithms. The proposed ABCSCA algorithm also needs less time to deal with low threshold levels problem (at levels 2 and 3). However, FASSO is better than ABCSCA at threshold levels 4 and 5.
From Figure 4 and Table 1 , in terms of the average of the fitness function, the proposed ABCSCA algorithm is the best for threshold levels 4 and 5, but at level 3, FASSO is better than ABCSCA. Additionally, at threshold level 2, the least accurate is the ABCSCA algorithm. Table 2 and Figures 5-6 show the results of the algorithms according to the SSIM and PSNR measures. From this table and Figure 5 , we can conclude that the proposed algorithm is better at the higher levels of thresholding and less accurate (based on SSIM measure) at low levels. However, at these low levels, the difference is small.
Moreover, in terms of the PSNR measure (as in Figure 6 ), the average of ABCSCA is better than all other algorithms among the threshold levels. The FASSO algorithm ranks second, followed by the ABC algorithm, and the least accurate algorithm is the SCA algorithm.
Drawing from all of these results, that can be concluded, the proposed ABCSCA algorithm overcomes the drawbacks of the SCA and ABC algorithms. Moreover, ABCSCA gives better values of SSIM and PSNR for image segmentation than the ABC and SCA algorithms. In addition, ABCSCA generally gives better segmentation results than FASSO based on the SSIM and PSNR measures. In terms of CPU time(s), the ABCSCA is significantly improved the slow processing times of the ABC and SCA algorithms in selecting the optimal threshold's values by 64% and 36%, respectively. The ABCSCA prevents the long searching time for optimal thresholds that taken by the two algorithms. As well as, the ABCSCA outperformed the FASSO at threshold level 2 whereas, the FASSO is faster than ABCSCA at the rest levels however, the CPU time of the ABCSCA is still acceptable.
In addition, the standard deviation of the results overall the threshold values are given in the last row of Tables 1-2, illustrate that the proposed ABCSCA is more stable than other algorithms in terms fitness value, and PSNR. Meanwhile, ABC in terms of SSIM and CPU time(s).
The non-parametric statistical test called Wilcoxon's rank sum (WRS) is used to further investigate the accuracy of the proposed ABCSCA algorithm for image segmentation. The WRS test compares the median of two groups (methods), which produces a statistical value (p − value) to decide whether to accept or reject the null hypothesis (H 0). Where, the null hypothesis H 0 assumes that there is no significant difference between the two groups (i.e., the median values for the two groups are the same). This hypothesis is accepted if the p − value is greater than 0.05, otherwise, the null hypothesis H 0 is rejected and the alternative hypothesis (H 1) is accepted.
The results of the WRS test according to four measures (PSNR, SSIM, Fitness function and CPU Time(s)) are given in Table 3 . From this table, according to the PSNR and time measures, there is a significant difference between the proposed ABCSCA algorithm and the SCA and ABC algorithms (p-value<0.05). There is, however, no significant difference between ABCSCA and FASSO (p-value>0.05). Moreover, based on the fitness function and the SSIM, there is no significant difference between the proposed method and the other methods. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL SERIES 2: INFLUENCE OF HIGH THRESHOLDS
The main aim of this experiment is to evaluate the quality of the proposed ABCSCA to find suitable threshold values to segment a set of different eleven images (as in Figure 9 ) at high-level thresholds (i.e. 6, 12, 16, and 20) . These images are used to check the ability of the proposed ABCSCA to work a large number of images. In addition, the performance of the proposed ABCSCA is compared with a set of recently published methods. These methods including, salp swarm algorithm (SSA), whale optimization algorithm (WOA), grey wolf optimization (GWO), and social spider optimization (SSO) as well as the methods used in the previous experiments. The values of parameters of each algorithm are set as on the original reference. Those methods are used since they established their performance as image segmentation methods in the literature.
The comparison results are given in Tables 5-4 and Figures 10-11 . Table 5 and Figure 10 present the PSNR results of the ABCSCA and the compared methods. The ABCSCA outperformed all other methods and ranked first, it reached the best PSNR results in 41% of all images overall thresholds. The SCA came in the second rank with 14% of all images overall thresholds whereas, it showed the best PSNR in the thresholds numbers 12 and 16. The FASSO obtained 11% of the best PSNR in this experiment. The WOA and SSA are ranked fourth and fifth, respectively, with 9% for each one, followed by the SSO. The ABC came in the seventh rank and it showed the best PSNR in the thresholds numbers 6 and 20. Whereas, WOAPSO and GWO are ranked last.
The results of SSIM are also considered as in Table 4 and Figure 11 . From this table, it can be seen that the ABCSCA achieved the best SSIM results in 39% of all test images overall thresholds. Whereas, the SCA is ranked second with 11% in the experiment. The WOA and SSO achieved 9% for each one and ranked third and fourth, respectively. The rest of the algorithms are ranked in this order SSA, FASSO, then ABC, respectively with 7% for each one. Whereas, GWO and WOAPSO came in the last order.
In terms of the STD, it can observed that the proposed ABCSCA has the smallest STD value in terms of PSNR and SSIM followed by the SSA algorithm. 5-4. 
C. COMPARISON BETWEEN OTSU AND FUZZY ENTROPY
In this section, we evaluate the proposed method over some new images using fuzzy entropy along with otsu's methods. Figure 12 illustrate the test images and its name which taken from (https://www2.eecs.berkeley.edu/Research/Projects/CS/ vision/bsds/BSDS300/html/dataset/images.html). Table 6 shows the PSNR results at thresholds levels 6, 16, and 20. Regarding the results of Otsu's method, at level 6, the ABC-SCA outperforms other algorithms in 3 images whereas, the GWO obtains the second rank. At level 16, the ABCSCA also outperforms the other algorithms in 3 images followed by WOA and GWO, respectively. At level 20, the WOA obtains the best PSNR results in 3 images whereas, the ABCSCA comes in the second rank with small differences.
Regarding the results of fuzzy entropy, at levels 6 and 20, the ABCSCA outperforms the other algorithms in 3 images followed by SSO. At level 16, the ABCSCA obtains the best PSNR results in 4 images and is ranked first followed by WOAPSO and FASSO, respectively. These results show that the ABCSCA can get the best threshold at level 16.
As the previous results show, the performance of the hybrid ABCSCA method is better than that of the SCA and ABC algorithms. The main reason for this superiority is that hybrid technology combines the properties of different methods. Therefore, the hybrid algorithm avoids getting stuck on a local point and increases the convergence rate. The performance of the proposed ABCSCA algorithm is also better than FASSO since the ABC algorithm can more efficiently explore the search space compared to FA. The exploitation ability of SCA is also better than social spider optimization (SSO), and the SCA has a small number of parameters compared to the SSO algorithm. All of this indicates that hybrid techniques have a high ability to find the optimal solution for image segmentation and this agrees with the expected of this type of algorithms and from other works in literature.
VI. FUTURE SCOPE
The proposed method for image segmentation can be used in the future to solve different problems and applications in terms of image processing such as analyzing the image structure, visualization, computer-aided diagnostics, computer vision, image classification, and object detection. In all applications, the quality of images is a very important issue in image segmentation. Low resolutions, lower contrast, or high noises can cause this problem. In general, when the image has low quality, there is a high probability to fall in local optima and produce wrong thresholds values. Therefore, the preprocessing of those images is a very important phase to improve the quality of that case as well as using a 2D histogram instead of 1D can be helpful at this phase. Therefore, the proposed method will be improved using the 2D histogram and evaluated over low-quality images.
VII. CONCLUSION
The multi-level thresholding approach is used to segment the image (cluster its elements) and is considered as a preprocessing step in many applications. In this paper, a new hybrid algorithm for multi-level segmentation was proposed. It draws from the advantages of both of the Artificial Bee Colony and Sine-Cosine algorithms. Moreover, it uses Otsu's method as a fitness function. The experimental results were presented to compare the proposed algorithm against the results of three methods at low threshold levels namely SCA, ABC, and FASSO over eight images as well as the results of eight methods (i.e. SSA, WOA, GWO, SSO, ABC, FASSO, and WOAPSO) at high threshold levels over eleven images besides, the results of the fuzzy entropy. According to the results, the ABCSCA algorithm achieved the best results in the low levels thresholds based on Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) measures. It also outperformed the other eight methods by 41% and 39% in terms of PSNR and SSIM, respectively. In the future works, the ABCSCA algorithm can be applied to other complex image segmentation problems, such as color image segmentation. Since, this problem requires to determine the threshold at different dimensions (I.e., RGB). Also, this becomes more important for different applications, including medical, galaxy, and others.
